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Pulpit Fly-In 2002
(by Lauren Tjaden)

We arrived at the Pulpit Fly In Saturday
morning. The truck bed was jammed with
firewood, and Paul’s glider was strapped
to its rack. My hair was sprayed vomitpink in honor of the Fifis. It was time for
the games to begin.
Flying looked like a questionable part of
those games. It was out of the question for
me anyhow, since I had been catapulted
off of a horse several weeks earlier. I
sported a velcro cast that forced me to
hold my knee straight, and could run about
as fast as a turtle. My role at this fly-in
was to be a cheerleader and driver for Paul

and the Fifis. The Fifis (Females In Flight,
Inc.) are my hang gliding teammates. At
least they were before I got hurt.
I wasn’t missing much this morning. The
clouds were driven across the sky by the

Lots of folks broke
down their gliders and
drove to High Rock
wind, flattened and then torn into new
shapes. I shuddered when I thought what
it would feel like to fly a glider in that air.
I braced myself on the launch ramp to
keep from tumbling backwards. I had
more goose bumps than if I had stepped

Ralph Sickinger

Pre-Flight
The Journal of a Hang Glider Pilot:
Monday, September 23 - The great Ric Niehaus is holding a cross-country flying seminar
this weekend at Ridgely; clear the calendar for
the weekend, this is not to be missed!
Wednesday, September 25 - Oh wow! Pete
Lehmann is going to be attending the X-C
clinic, and flying his Falcon to help those of
us who are "glide-challenged". This is great
news!
Friday, September 27 - The X-C clinic is
tomorrow; I can't wait! Here's the plan: get up
at 6:30; shower, shave, load the car, get breakfast, and be there by 9:00. But, first, it's Friday night, and I'm going out...
Saturday, September 28
6:30am - [alarm goes off] Ugh... I need sleep...
(See PRE- FLIGHT on page 10)

The Fabulous XC Seminar
(by Brian Vant-Hull)

When Boy Wonder, Ric Niehaus,
pitched the idea of an XC seminar to
pass on what he had learned, everyone
sat up and took notice. Then we found
out Larry Huffman and Pete Lehmann
would be presenting as well, and there
was a mad scramble to enlist. 27 pilots
signed up, equal numbers cursed inlaws, bosses, and plain bad luck for not
being able to attend, while Chris
McKee was abandoned in his hour of
need: left all alone to move a lifetime's
accumulation of junk to a new home;
doubtless shaking his fist at the sky and
cursing end-of-the-month leases.
A
chance not only to garner advice, but to
actually be guided through the air by
the big boys? I woulda left Sheryl
Crow at the alter.
It lived up to expectations...but I'm
getting ahead of myself. Start with the
weather. Saturday was a howler. Pete
was the main presenter (as he'd done
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into a meat locker, even after I pulled my
sweatshirt over my head.
Most of the other pilots must have felt the
same way about conditions, because Bacil
was the only one to launch. He got to the
landing zone alive, but it didn’t look fun.
His glider crabbed sideways and plunged
up and down more often than an elevator.
Lots of folks broke down their gliders and
drove to High Rock, hoping for less wind.
The Pulpit is famous for winds that are
stronger than other sites in the area. Paul
and most of the Fifis voted to stay, hoping
the gale would abate later. Teams could
only rack up points flying from the Pulpit
Saturday.
(See FLY-IN on page 8)

this before for the clubs down at REI I've read the full transcript - things sort
of devolved to him) with Larry and
occasionally Ric pitching in, but after
about an hour of talking he was getting
hoarse shouting against the wind. So
we picked up, picnic tables and all, and
moved into the large hanger. Of course
some jigamathing had to show solidarity and start squeaking in the wind, but
it was better.
The wind was a blessing in disguise.
With no possibility of flying, the seminar could expand to fit its natural time
scale: 5 hours. Mind you, it started at
9am, which meant most people had
rushed in without breakfast, and we
didn't take a break for lunch. I was
looking up at Pete, Larry, and Ric wondering how they could stand it. They
talked of clouds and all I could imagine
was an ice cream float. I was getting
faint. Then it hit me: these were
FRICKIN' XC PILOTS! A few hours
concentration without food or rest were
(See X-C CLINIC on page 2)
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(X-C CLINIC, continued from page 1)
(5° F)x(1000 ft) + windchill.
commonplace. Cold, starvation, sleep
deprivation - they spit on those words Checking Weather
(Larry's specialty)
and laughed.

Afterwords a group of us took Pete to Airport flight forecasts give the most
lunch, and he admitted he was about useful information
to keel over. Sure didn't show it on
Look at the thermal index profile verstage.
sus altitude: booming down low doesBut enough of this chit-chat. Let's get n't help much if it peters out up high.
on to the goods. The information part
of the seminar divided into four parts: The forecast sounding is better than
XC preparation before you even leave actual soundings, which are done
the house; checking the weather; early in the day at scattered locations.
broad flying considerations for deciding when to launch and what to look Learn to read a skew-T. The 2 pm
for as soon as you reach altitude; and forecast sounding is the best indicator
Pete's XC guidelines once you actu- of good lift up to cloudbase. (FSL
storm machine)
ally start to head cross country.
Advance Preparation for XC

Flying Conditions

Get a Moyes mapholder - better than Launch early and try to top out the
first thermals before starting on your
all the rest.
route. This is more important for flyFly with a radio antenna extender in ing over the back of a mountain than
the harness, for after you land if it flatland flying.
doesn't work out for flying.
Lift is almost always in streets: find
Fly with a road map, not a DeLorme, them! While in the air it may be easwhich doesn't cover enough area. ier to pick out streets by looking for
Give a copy to the driver: EXACTLY cloud ground shadows.
the same map. Michelin maps have
Stay on the street unless forced to
topography.
move out of it (airspace, etc.)
Make a repeater map, and carry it
with you for when you land or even Pete's XC Guidelines
learn the repeaters along your proGo to lift: do NOT get distracted by
spective route.
other considerations. Most people
ALWAYS calculate the temperature end up cutting an XC short because
(See X-C CLINIC on page 9)
at cloud base and dress accordingly:
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Prez-Sez
Well, the Pulpit 2K2 has flown by and although conditions were not perfect, we got to FLY THE ROCK!
I have first hand reports of teary eyes in both pilots
and our long time friend Emma Jane. I am glad that
everything went well for us during this test period
and can only hope for more of the same. Thanks to
all those advanced pilots skilled enough to launch
there in those challenging conditions.
Congratulations to all the volunteers for the Fly-In.
Everyone did a wonderful job and I think even with
conditions as they were, lots of pilots had a good
weekend. This event would not be possible without
the many volunteers from clean-up to comp director.
It is really amazing how many people can come together in this community to make this event happen.
Thanks to all of you. Keep all your ideas fresh in
your head so we can do it even better next year.
Keep in mind a few things for this coming fall.
When we all amass on a site and there are newer 2’s
among us lets keep them in mind and ask for a
“rookie” wire crew when the conditions aren’t
honkin’. It will give both the pilot more confidence in
a wider variety of crew and the 2 more experience at
varied crewing conditions. Don’t be hurt if a pilot
asks you to step down. It is still their life in your
hands. Also inform the out of towner, the “fall” only
pilot, and their support crew about regulations concerning retrieves. Most back road speed limits are 25
and many LZ’s have parking and gate protocols.
Lets make an extra effort to shine in the local communities we will invade this fall.
I know a lot of this stuff sounds repetitive but I feel
that we must post all this information in all the available places to reach all of our membership and landowners.
This is your club so let your voice be heard. Come to
all the monthly meetings. Lots of important information about High Rock, NPRM, flight schools and the
club are discussed every meeting. This is your big
chance to let your opinions be known and learn about
all the club business. On that note, the listserver is
not the club. Do not expect club business to be discussed online.
So...
Fly Safe
Drive Slowly
Smell the Roses
~ Joe
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High Rock Preservation Effort
(by Joe Gregor)

On September 11, 2001, in a vile act of pure
hatred, a handful of individuals destroyed
themselves and over 2000 others in the
space of little more than an hour. Within a
couple more hours we witnesses what may
be considered the 8th wonder of the world:
the near total absence of aviation over the
entire US for the first time in almost a century. This persisted for nearly three days
before first commercial, then civil, aviation
was slowly reconstituted. The return to normalcy would require much longer for an
unlucky few, however. In the BaltimoreWashington area we saw the creation of
Enhanced Class-B airspace and a Temporary
Flight Restriction (TFR) around the Capitol
City, which exists to this day - and into the
foreseeable future. Small airports in this
area – including Washington Executive
Hyde Field, Potomac Airpark, and College
Park Airport – continue to operate under
draconian restrictions which include pilot
fingerprinting, FBI background checks,
mandatory secret service briefings, antiterrorism training, and complex operational
rules that have caused most pilots and clubs
to avoid the area altogether. Also effected
was an important hang gliding site called
High Rock. In this article I will chronicle
the current year-long effort by the Capitol
Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association
and Maryland Hang Gliding Association to
reopen this site to free-flight.
High Rock
Located just above the Appalachian Trail in
the Catoctin Mountains, south of the Pennsylvania border, High Rock has the distinction of being the oldest continuously operating hang gliding site on the East coast. This
season marks the 27th year of operations for
High Rock. The launch site is also located
barely 4nm NW of the Presidential retreat at
Camp David, MD. In the wake of 9/11, a
TFR was instituted extending 8nm from the
center of the existing prohibited area around
Camp David – P-40 – and covering both
launch and LZ. Originally instituted by NOTAM only during those times when there
was an Executive presence at Camp David,
the TFR soon became continuous. This, at
the suggestion of the Airline Operators and
Pilots Association (AOPA) and Washington
County Airport (Hagerstown, MD), who felt
that a continuous TFR would reduce the
number of general aviation pilots violating
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and compromised safety. Our two organizations had earlier agreed to work jointly toward a modification of the TFR, but M-ASA
had later decided that we might do better to
work independently. I thought little of this
at the time, but it was to be an indicator of
The Wait
Our initial reaction was to sit tight and wait. potential problems down the road.
Many innocent people had just died. The
Nation was grieving. And we had a war to Our Secret Service contact suggested that
fight. Put against all that, losing access to a we put in for a waiver to fly at the end of the
recreational flying site, even one as impor- month. He put us in touch with the proper
tant as High Rock, seemed somehow less authorities within the FAA, and we applied
urgent. A chance encounter between one of for a waiver to permit hang gliding for the
our club members and a Secret Service field first weekend in June - the original dates for
agent at a local grocery store gave us an the 27th Annual High Rock Fly-In. This
initial contact with which to begin a dialog. period coincided with a week-long soaring
For several months we maintained contact contest scheduled for the last week of May
and patiently waited for the situation to re- sponsored by M-ASA at Fairfield. The
solve itself. The security situation was grim FAA/USSS response to these multiple rethose first few months after 9/11. America, quests was to completely lift the TFR during
and most notably those institutions and peo- this period; with the caveat that the TFR
could be re-instated on a moments notice if
We did our part, waiting
the President were to come to Camp David.
All went well (except for the weather) up
patiently and standing
until the weekend of our fly-in. Then the
ready to provide
weather turned a perfect NW-10/15 (the
information if called upon. ideal High Rock forecast) and the President
decided to spend the weekend at Camp
ple who’s job it was to maintain our security David. I was given a few days notice that
and that of our government, had been blind- we would likely be shut down Saturday and
sided. It would take time to regain equilib- Sunday – and we were. The fly-in was held
rium, and the general public was being at another NW site, but we held the festiviasked to compromise some of their rights ties in the High Rock LZ at the end of the
and freedoms until the Nation could regain day. Everyone was disappointed. There
its composure. We did our part, waiting was controversy about whether or not the
patiently and standing ready to provide in- President actually was at Camp David that
formation, if called upon. We maintained weekend; although I was assured through
lines of communication to the authorities in sources in the FAA and USSS that he was,
charge of the airspace around High Rock, indeed. So how were we to proceed from
educated ourselves as to their concerns, and here?
carefully worked toward a deeper mutual
understanding of the issues involved. A Issues
low-key letter writing campaign was initi- Several of our members also fly sailplanes at
ated to let local officials and the FAA Ad- M-ASA. The grapevine was telling us that
ministrator know who we were, and what there may have been a reason we got shut
down the weekend of the High Rock Fly-in;
our interest was. And we waited.
a reason beyond Presidential presence at
Camp David. The same reason M-ASA had
Our First Big Break
In April I called our Secret Service contact later chosen to operate independently of the
to inquire as to the status of the TFR. Our CHGPA and MHGA. Allegations that hang
normally cordial conversations had seemed glider pilots had been caught attempting to
a little strained as of late. It was through launch from High Rock in violation of the
him that we learned about the efforts of a TFR. Allegations that irate letters and
local sailplane club to gain permission to fly phone calls to officials had muddied the
within the TFR. The Mid-Atlantic Soaring waters. A recommendation from official
Association (M-ASA) had a satellite opera- sources that M-ASA should disassociate
tion at Fairfield, an airstrip about 8nm NE of themselves from ‘the hang gliders’ if they
Camp David. While M-ASA was techni- wanted to prevail in their efforts to reduce
cally outside of the TFR, the restriction the TFR. Not good. Not good at all.
(Continued on page 4)
placed a severe burden on their operations
the airspace in ignorance of the current NOTAM restrictions. This move effectively
shut down all free-flight operations at High
Rock. We were grounded.
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Jane, express our appreciation, and sign her
‘log-book,’ describing our flights. These
log books proved to be a gold mine of hard
data concerning flying activities at “the
Rock” over the years. Obtaining them, I
was able to develop statistics describing
sortie rates, hours flown, and the number of
flyable days experienced at High Rock.
Using individual pilot logbooks, I was able
to calculate the percentage of airtime and
launches experienced at the Rock vs. other
nearby mountain sites. 50-caliber ammunition. And the numbers were staggering.

expecting a roast. I could not have been
more wrong. After delivering our talk to the
FAA Presidential movements official and
his supervisor, I was led over to a desk
where copies of the requisite waiver forms
were made available to me along with advice on how to process them. Most importantly, I was given contact information for
the office we really needed to be working
with: Headquarters, U.S. Secret Service.
Now we were finally getting somewhere.

It was clear that our only hope of flying the
Rock once again was to earn the trust and
acceptance of the controlling agencies. An
investigation was quietly launched to determine the veracity of these allegations. Steps
were immediately taken to ensure that no
such things had occurred, nor would occur
in the future. We were now eight months
into the ‘temporary’ closure of High Rock.
Emma Jane, the patron saint of High Rock,
who has for 27 years maintained a field we
may call home when it comes time to land,
was seriously ill and sorely missing us. The Over the previous four years we had averlocal hang gliding community was losing aged in the neighborhood of 425 flights and
330 hours per year at the Rock. Moreover,
patience with the waiting game.
from the pilot logbooks I examined in detail,
I found that nearly 40% of the total mounThe Push
While we had never been led to believe that tain-time logged was High Rock time! The
things would soon return to normal, we were loss of this one site had a major impact on
assured that the TFR was considered a temporary measure. Well, all things may be
The log books proved to
relative, but eight months was feeling on the
long side of temporary to me, as well. By be a gold mine of hard data
now the TFR had contracted to 5 nm (to
concerning flying activities
accommodate the nearby Washington
at “The Rock”
County airport), but it was still there. We as
a community had exhibited the requisite
degree of maturity and self-restraint. It was our ability to fly – and we could prove it
using hard numbers! I developed a Powertime to accelerate our efforts.
Point briefing introducing the local hang
Having identified the offices we needed to gliding community, giving a physical dework with, and developed an understanding scription of the flying site, and including a
of the system and the individual agendas brief history of hang gliding at High Rock
involved, the next step was to gain a formal together with a synopsis of our activities
audience so we could educate the control- pre-9/11. It followed with a discussion of
ling authorities about ourselves. The Secret the capabilities and limitations of hang glidService thought they knew what a hang ers, and the training required to be able to
glider was and what its capabilities were. It fly them at this site. Finally, it argued how
was important that we ensure they were cor- important the site was to the local flying
rect in their understanding, and to begin community for purposes of training, cursearching for some path toward a mutual rency, and pilot proficiency. Using the data
accommodation. The same was true for the we had from Emma Jane and pilot’s perFAA, especially in light of the information sonal logbooks, together with the FAA’s
we had gotten from M-ASA. This was not own guidelines for general aviation pilots, I
something you could just wing. We were was able to calculate the number of flying
talking about the U.S. Secret Service, the days we would need to maintain safety and
National Command Authorities, and na- proficiency in cliff launch operations at the
tional security, here. Our position would Rock. Hard numbers, in a language they
have to be extremely reasonable, our argu- could understand. Now we just had to find
ments both logical and concrete – and an- someone to tell our story too.
chored by hard data.
The Long Hot Summer
Fortunately, we had a secret weapon in Between vacations and work-related travel
Emma Jane, the owner of the High Rock on both sides of the aisle, it was early AuLZ. For years she has maintained a field for gust before we could set up a meeting with
our exclusive use as the High Rock LZ. We our Secret Service and FAA contacts. The
even have a permanent pavilion there. At FAA ended up first, and based on the inforthe end of our flights we say “hi” to Emma mation we had gotten from M-ASA, I was

We put in a short notice waiver request for
ten days at the end of August. The request
was approved - after the fact (you can only
make the bureaucracy move so fast). But as
part of this process, we had fleshed out the
rules-of-engagement that would be acceptable to the USSS for operating under waiver
within the TFR. We had only to put in another request. Our friends in the FAA assured me that they could process these requests in short order, once application was
received from us. But there were storm
clouds on the horizon. Things were threatening to boil over within the local pilot community, and with good reason. It was becoming increasingly difficult to council patience eleven months into a supposedly
‘temporary’ closure. Having a relatively
open list-server as our primary means of
communication added to the difficulty; you
never knew who might be reading the mail.
We were so close. If only we could hold it
together a little while longer.
I waited until September 12 to put in the
next waiver request; reasoning that if nothing happened on September 11, 2002 our
case would be that much stronger, and if
something did happen, well, the request
would be a dead letter anyway. Nothing
happened, and in went our application – for
the entire month of October. Ten days later
we received our waiver – for three days:
October 4, 5, and 6. A test? Or the only
time Camp David would be unoccupied?
Would we actually get to fly this time?
Rock’ing Once Again
Historically, the High Rock Fly-In was a
weather machine. Just announce the dates
for the fly-in and, regardless of the forecast,
it would magically become NW-10/15 the
morning of the fly-in. It was virtually guaranteed. Unfortunately, this was not the High
Rock Fly-In, and the weather Gods knew it.
Instead of NW-10/15, blue skies filled with
little puffy cumies, we would begin the period with pre-frontal SW-15 ahead of a cold
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front that was backed up by the remnants of Kinsley, Kelvin Pierce, Allen Sparks, Joe I would like to thank everyone in the local
hurricane Lilly. Thank you, Sir, may I have Gregor, Terry Spencer, Danny Brotto, John community who helped to make this hapMiddleton, Eddie Miller, Kurtis Kemerer, pen; be it via direct support, or by exercisanother?
Craigin Shelton, Brian (we don’t need no ing Herculean self-restraint in the face of
Friday, October 4 was an easy-to-call bust. stinkin’ LZ) Vant-Hull, and Richard Hays. long odds. This was a group effort in that
Saturday looked blown out.
Sunday Kudos to all (ultimately too numerous to any one of us, by act of omission or act of
seemed the only day with real potential. list) who came to the Rock this day, for commission, could have thrown a stainless
steel monkey wrench into the works. We
We placed our calls to the proper authori- contributing a little to High Rock history.
had a very narrow path to tread, one not
ties announcing our intention to fly Saturday and Sunday. We faxed a copy of the Once airborne, conditions were surprisingly clearly marked, which could take us where
waiver to the Washington ARTCC, who smooth ridge lift to 1k over, with occasional we wanted to go. With a little luck and a lot
had no idea of its existence until we called- thermal lift to almost 2k over. The winds of patience, we threaded that needle. With
in. Coordination was made for a site moni- were very cross from the North. The LZ a little more luck and a lot more patience,
tor as per waiver instructions. This week- proved to be challenging for most pilots we will yet see the journey to its end.
end just happened to coincide with the right up until official sunset. Dave Proctor
nearby Pulpit Fly-In (which goes far to ex- summed it up nicely when responding to So, let’s hold the 28th Annual High Rock
plaining the poor weather) and so coordina- our query about his mid-afternoon landing Fly-In at the Rock, shall we?
tion was also arranged between the Pulpit experience: “I’m alive.” Tom elected to do
flight director and the High Rock site moni- multiple go-arounds on approach to
tor to handle pilots who might attempt a the field until a nicer landing cycle
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR P-40
presented itself. It’s a pretty good
cross country task between the two sites.
day when you can do go-arounds in 1. Notify the U.S. Secret Service, and
By Saturday morning the forecast had a hang glider! Pete decided to re- Washington ARTCC the day prior of inchanged to sunny skies all weekend, WSW main aloft for 3+45. On letdown to tended flight within the Temporary
Flight Restricted airspace around P-40.
turning East by Sunday. My wife Janet and the LZ at 10 minutes before official
I drove up to High Rock for the first time in sunset, I found the lift band still exover a year. It felt very strange. Coming tending more than a mile out from 2. On the day of the flight, a launch
site manager shall notify the United
around the last bend to our first view of the the ridge, past the LZ! And the LZ States Secret Service Joint Operations
setup area, we found…two vehicles. Bruce was still quite active. Challenging, Center 1 hour prior to beginning flight
and Barb Satatis were there taking first shift yes, but ultimately a good day. Af- operations.
as site monitor. Danny Brotto was hanging ter all, we got to fly the Rock once
3. The launch site manager:
out waiting to set up his glider. Everyone again!
a. Shall be present at the launch
else had gone to the Pulpit to attend the Flysite throughout hang glider flight
in pilot’s briefing at 10:30am. It was now Okay, So, Now What?
operations.
10am, and already blowing strong at High This weekend marked the first time
b. Shall provide the USSS with a name
Rock launch. We drove over to the Pulpit to hang gliders were permitted to fly
(or names, if duties are to be
say “hi” and perhaps drum up some busi- under waiver within the active TFR.
shared)and a fixed cell phone
number. The cell phone has to
ness for the Rock, passing several vehicles This is a milestone feat – and we did
work at the launch site.
going the other way on the backside of the it solo. We did not ride on someone
c. Shall be responsible to ensure
Pulpit ridge. These lucky folks would be- else’s coattails. No other organizathat flight operations do not
come the first hang glider pilots to launch tion was involved in this effort. This
enter P-40 and shall report
marks an extremely important milefrom the Rock in over a year!
immediately to the Secret Service
stone in the High Rock preservation
if it appears an operation enters
Back at the Rock, around 2:00pm, the park- effort; but it is only a milestone, one
P-40.
d. Shall ensure that each hand glider
ing lot was near full and gliders were being of many more to come. The Rock is
operator is appropriately
set up. The three pilots who had chosen the still closed to general, civil, and ulcertificated.
Rock over competition at the Pulpit Fly-In tralight aviation. We must continue
e. Have a copy of this Certificate of
were taking to the air. The prevailing to request a new waiver whenever
Authorization at the launch site
10/20G28 winds had begun to lull and a we wish to fly at the Rock. We will
and by commencing flight opera
window opened up permitting Pete Schu- be required to follow the procedures
tions agrees to all of the
mann, Dave Proctor, and Tom McGowan to – outlined at the end of this article –
provisions contained herein.
re-christen the Rock. These three ensured set out by the FAA and the USSS.
that, no matter what else happened that day, With time, if we continue to act re- 4. Flight within P-40 is not authorsponsibly, we may be able to work a ized.
High Rock was operational once again!
blanket ‘letter of agreement’ permit5. If the U.S. Secret Service finds a
The next launch would not take place until ting us to fly at High Rock whenever particular operation objectionable from
4:55pm, when the winds had again backed security and weather conditions per- a security standpoint and so notifies
off enough for the most experienced of us mit. That is our goal. It will take all the holder or site manager, this certificate of authorization becomes void
to safely launch. Twelve more pilots of us to get there.
for that particular operation.
slipped the surly bonds, including: Steve
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CHGPA Photo Album - High

A Crowd of Hang Gliders Waits to Launch

Tom McGowan

Allen Sparks

Joe Gregor

Kurtis Kemerer

Cragin Shelton
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Rock Flyin’ - October 5th, 2002

Steve Kinsley

Kelvin Pierce

Danny Brotto

Terry Spencer

Brian Vant-Hull

Falcons At Dusk
(Photos by Ralph Sickinger)
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But I wanted to see High Rock. Since I
started to fly last fall, this cliff-launch site
has been closed (it’s right next to Camp
David, has been closed since 9/11, and was
only open by special permission this weekend due to the efforts of one of our members,
Joe Gregor). As faithful as Gary Condit, I
figured if the Fifis got to fly the Pulpit they
would somehow manage to hitch rides
home. They’re pretty cute girls. I wasn’t
sure what Paul would do (sling dollar bills
onto the road?), but he’d probably figure it
out. I piled into Marc and Sheila’s van and
headed out with them.
Upon arrival, I limped up the stone stairs
and eased myself onto the Rock, jutting out
of the cliff like a hood ornament. Pete, Tom,
and Dave soared above, their gliders tiny
triangles of cloth leaning against the sky. No
one else was launching. Sparks hooked in,
but the wind exploded in unpredictable

gusts. He finally unscrewed his ‘biner and
set down his glider. Tom flew out to the
landing zone, only the turbulence slapped
him around so ruthlessly he decided to soar
back up to altitude until it calmed down. He
could land in a hurricane so no one else felt
like testing conditions.
A few hours later, Steve decided to launch.
The trees boiled below, excited into action
by the relentless currents of air. However,
Steve has loads of experience and this was a
special weekend. Who knows when he
would fly here again?

Skyline

security yet. Another grabbed the glider’s
keel – the back thingy that sticks out – and
controlled the pitch (the nose angle). Another still wrestled the nose wires. Nobody
wanted me hanging onto anything. The
wussies.
Steve peered at the trees below and tried to
predict when the gusts would roll up the hill.
Finally his glider felt balanced and the
leaves moved equally on both sides of the
launch and the wire crew reported the same
amount of pressure on his wings. Still, when
he stepped off of the cliff – into the vast
space above the mountain – I gasped. But
his glider was already flying, had barely
been able to contain its enthusiasm. It swallowed the air like it was starving and they
thrust upwards.

I have been part of many wire crews, and
had many help me launch, but crewing at the
Rock in high wind was a more radical kind
of sandwich. The folks holding the wires of
each wing were strapped to the mountain via
rope and carabineer so if a gust came buck- Convinced it was possible, other experiing through they wouldn’t get knocked over enced pilots took their turns. Joe Gregor and
the cliff. Two additional people stood be- Eddie Miller and Terry and Danny and John
hind them, and grasped the ropes for more
(See FLY-IN on page 10)

1980 Comet 165
Good all around glider, nice shape,
Gold, Black and Red
Allan Hobner: 301.540.0640
Klassic 144
By original owner - Top performance for a stable/kingpost glider. Climbs like a
monkey in heat! Dirt Cheap - $1200 negotiable.
PacAir Pulse 9m
Rare find for smaller pilot. Great performance and a joy to fly (and land!)
Smallest control frame available, lightweight, most stable
double-surface ever built. $1300 firm.
Sheila/Gardinator: 724.349.1126 (e) sheilaboyle@hotmail.com

Wing Things
Airwave K5 148
Fair condition. Still flies good. Black undersurface,
yellow leading edge. Spare nose cone. $300 OBO
Mike Chevalier: 301.270.0445

Moyes Missle 180
Joe Brauch: 301.251.8718.

Talon 150
Almost new, only 5 hours. $3995. see it at: http://www.buffam.com/talon.html
Bill Buffam: 610.344.0704
Falcon 140
Red, White and Blue, bought in Jan 2002, test flown, and used in only five training hill launches. Ideal for beginner pilot. (includes two spare down tubes)
Harness
High Energy Sports knee hanger harness, Small, White
Helmet
Charly Insider helmet
Glider and equipment are in excellent/new condition as they’ve only been used
five times. Complete set for only $2700. Will consider selling items separately.
Holly: 412-421-1508

SuperSport 143,
Orange, white and green, still crisp, $900.
Christy Huddle: (h) 304.535.2759 or (w) 240.777.2592 (e) huddlec@aol.com
K2 AIRWAVE 142
Good condition Hang 3 glider. Climbs well.
Blue LE; blue,yellow, white undersurface. $400 OBO Extra downtube.
Fred & Raean Permenter: 410.357.4144 (e) rae_fred@hotmail.com
Airwave MK IV 17
Excellent condition. $900
John Dullahan: (h) 301.203. 8281 (e) john.dullahan@tcs.wap.org
Klassic 145
Orange with black+white Chex. Winglets with Strobes, Tail Fin, Low Hours,
Great Shape. $1900
Tex: 703.492.9908 (i) www.blueskyhg.com

Falcon 2 195
Brand new-in stock for $2995. Blue L.E. and Yellow undersurface.
Falcon 170
very low airtime – $2200. Mint condition.
Rich Hays: 410.527.0975
To place or change an ad, send e-mail to: skyline@chgpa.org
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(X-C CLINIC, continued from page 2)

they think too much about the retrieve and
end up following a road instead of a cloud
street. Clouds are the best indicator of lift, so
plan your course by looking up, not down.
Turbulent sink usually implies approaching
lift. Do NOT turn around!
Don't waste time looking for lift in one particular area. If you've lost 200 feet of altitude
circling in one area without hitting a thermal,
it's time to leave.

The next morning, Pete
briefed his own little flock
of newbies, letting us in on a
great little secret.
Always search for lift downwind. The glide
angle falls off atrociously if you head upwind, so you can search a lot more sky
downwind.
Stay with lift. Persistance makes all the difference. Typically if you can gain 100 ft,
staying with it will eventually let you top out.

Summary Of Pilot Report Forms
(by Larry Huffman)

On Sunday the day after the XC seminar nineteen pilots plus Pete, Ric, and Larry
were at Ridgely to fly. Early that afternoon pilots began launching and nineteen of
the twenty-one pilots flew XC. The distances achieved were from 3 miles to 38 miles
with duration from 30 minutes to 3 hours.
A major part of learning to fly XC is to analyze the flight afterward and attempt to
figure out what was done right and what went wrong. With that in mind I passed out
pilot report forms to each of the participating pilots to fill out after their flights but
unfortunately I only got about half of them back. This was an abbreviated form that
we used in the Daedalus club for a number of years. Beside distance and duration
there were a few other questions. Some of these I would like to go over.
Thermal Size
Most of the pilots reported thermals of medium size with only a couple of exceptions.
So most of us were on the same page here.
Maximum Altitude
Cloud base started at about 3200 feet and went up later with a couple pilots getting to
around 4000 feet. Most of the pilots fell somewhere in between so altitude gains were
very similar.
Sink
The majority of the pilots reported moderate sink during their flights.

Don't leave your own thermal to chase
friends from below or behind. Thermals dissipate quickly, so even if someone seems to
be circling nicely, you may miss the ride.
Read your own environment.
Always carry a book, because retrieve may
take a while.
If flying with groups, have a separate retrieve
frequency. Call your driver on your air frequency at about 1000 agl to let him know
where and when you expect to land.
So did it work? You betcha. The next morning Pete briefed his own little flock of newbies, letting us in on a great secret. He took
out a map, oriented it, and drew a light line
from our position straight downwind. Then
since it overflew Easton, he drew a thick line
slightly skew to it and decided that would be
our course. Looking at the map, the landmarks fixed themselves to it; with that
burned into memory, I was able to fly my
course with only a mental map.
I followed the rules, and even as a neophyte
ended up having one of the better XC's of the
day (16 miles with 3500 cloud base and 5
mph wind at altitude). It worked. Sure wish
my radio did, because with Pete's advice
from the air I probably would have
made it all the way to Cambridge.

Maximum Climb Rate
Here is where the real differences were. Reported maximum climb rates ranged from
150 fpm all the way to 800 fpm with the average maximum climb of 470 fpm. If we
look at the differences in pilots and the possibility of a couple thermals that were
significantly better than the others we might be able to explain it. But I would like to
offer a different explanation. The pilot with the high maximum climb rate very well
may have looked at the max. climb in his vario's memory after the flight. A vario that
is not total energy compensated will always give an artificially high number. Remember how Pete said that we use three full turns to determine a maximum climb
rate. Even a compensated vario will give high instantaneous readings. Another thing
to remember is that most pilots take about 20 seconds to do a 360* turn. This means
that an averager set for 30 seconds is only giving the average for 1 1/2 turns. The real
issue here is usually discipline.
Average Climb Rate
Here our pilots are more in step. Reported averages ranged from 100 fpm up to 300
fpm with the average being 220 fpm. These are all well within reason.
Reason for Landing
Here is the most important part of the questionnaire and one that I was very pleased
with. Most of the pilots looked at their flights with a critical eye for things they might
have done differently. While we can never know for sure that doing something differently would have worked out any better, posing the questions can teach us a lot. It is
not enough to say that we didn't find any more lift. We must ask ourselves why didn't
we find any more lift.
In summary, I would like to thank all of the pilots who attended the clinic and to
commend them for the effort that they put into their flights. The entire weekend was
very rewarding for me.

Capital Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association
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(PRE- FLIGHT, continued from page 1)
first X-C flight today! How cool is that?!
I guess I don't really need to shave... [reset Chad dropped me off in lift, which I eventually took to cloud-base (pretty cool in it's
the alarm]
own right!) It's amazing though how over7:00am - [alarm goes off] Ugh... Still need
whelming the experience can be the first
sleep... I guess I don't really need breakfast
time. It all seemed so simple yesterday
either... [reset the alarm]
when Pete and Larry explained it, but it's a
7:30am - [alarm goes off] Ugh... Still need lot different when you're actually there. For
instance, once I topped out, the next step
sleep... But I really gotta get going...
was "go downwind". So I looked around
9:10am - Arrive at Ridgely, right on time.
and went "AGH! I DON'T KNOW WHERE
(Almost.) Fortunately, they haven't started
DOWNWIND IS!!". Don't panic... just look
yet, so I'm okay.
at the windsock in the field. "I'M AT 3600
11:30am - Wow! Pete Lehmann has been feet! I can't SEE the sock from up here!"
doing most (ok, all) of the talking this morn- No problem, there's Ellis, circling over the
ing, but what a wealth of information! I've town of Ridgely, I'll just follow her... and
already learned SO much. Still, we've been that actually worked! I found 2 thermals
at it for two hours how; I hope we take a that way. Unfortunately, I was behind her
and got caught early when it OD'ed. Still, I
break soon...
wasn't the first glider to land, and on my
12:30pm - Finally a break in the action!
first time out, I made it 6.6 miles! What an
(Man, I gotta pee!) I'm thinking about lunch,
incredible experience!
but Pete should be done soon, and then we'll
go eat.
Monday, September 30 - I still can't get
2:00pm - Pete is STILL talking... need over my experience this weekend! Spent
food... feeling week... if I don't make it, tell two hours on the web looking at GPS units;
gotta find one quickly so I can go X-C again
Mom I love her...
during the Fly-in. For the first time ever, I
Sunday, September 29 - After Pete finally think the Falconeros will actually have four
finished yesterday, it was too windy to fly, X-C pilots for the comp!
so we went today instead. I finally got my

Tuesday, October 1 - Looking at the
weather forecast for this weekend - looks
like it's going to be great for High Rock!
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Wednesday, October 2 - Ok, now the
weather forecast is calling for rain all weekend. What the heck?
Thursday, October 3
8:00am - Woke up this morning with sore
neck and shoulder muscles, and remembered
dreaming about X-C'ing from Fisher Road
to The Pulpit. Dang, I was sleep-flying
again! This X-C thing has really gotten to
me; I blame Pete Lehmann for this...
9:00am - Checked the weather forecast
again; now it looks like Jack's on Friday,
and the Pulpit on Sunday?
1:00pm - Look at the forecast again; now
they're calling for rain on Friday, but sunny
all weekend.
5:00pm - Check the forecast (again); now
they're calling for tornados on Saturday, and
snow on Sunday. No wait, that's Michigan;
McConnellsburg should be southwest on
Saturday, and west-north-eastish on Sunday?
(continued next page)

with Mike and Brian,
but frankly, I was
plenty lit already. I
don’t think I would
have felt open heart
surgery. Paul was
more coherent and
was able to guide the
truck to our hotel
That evening, back at the Pulpit, Paul filled without incident.
me in on what I’d missed there. It wasn’t
much. Only a few pilots had flown, in the The next morning we
short window when conditions weren’t over- met at Bill’s Hill, the
mountain site chosen
whelming.
as the best bet for the
In fact, Saturday night, the wind was still day’s flying. I was
ripping. My legs – clad only in shorts – felt grateful when Mitch
colder than ice cubes, but Paul had loaned crashed his Zagi into
Larry Huffman soaring at Bill’s Hill
out the truck, and my clothes were in it. I my head at the pilot’s
(photo by Ralph Sickinger)
crowded next to the fire and tried to heat meeting. Then, when I
myself with gin, but all I did was get ash- touched my hand to
tray-stinky and drunk.
my brow I got comments like I bet that Zagi I started thinking sick thoughts like if I
I scarfed burgers and won lots in the raffle – hurt rather than you were sure screwed up hopped really fast down the hill I could
a thousand dollars off a new glider, a book, last night. Conditions felt right as chocolate maybe launch. Then the wind started to
a wind meter, and more. I met Dennis Pagen chip cookies and expectations were high cross. Marc commented that the launch was
and other Sky-Gods like Mitch Shipley (who after the amazing flights from Bill’s six a washing machine. Of the pilots I saw
I pinched). Nothing like abusing your idols. weeks ago – particularly Ric’s journey to launch – a skilled bunch, for sure – half
(continued next page)
I scrambled up the rocks and lit fireworks Lake Milton, Ohio.

(FLY-IN, continued from page 8)

launched and soared. Sparks and Richard
and Carlos and lots others, too, folks who
loved had flying the Rock in the past and
had missed it sorely. The day felt special,
the way surviving a tenth or twentieth anniversary of cancer does, a sort of spit-inyour-face victory march of the pilots.
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(continued from previous page)

Saturday, October 5 - Checked the weather forecast this morning,
and it looked like it would be a perfect day for flying at either the Pulpit or at High Rock. But, alas, after only eight tries at predicting the
weather, they still got it wrong. It was blowing like stink, and completely unflyable. (At least by Falcon standards...) I headed over to
High Rock though, and spent the afternoon taking pictures of all the
grown-up pilots launching off the Rock in their big gliders. It was
tough, not being able to fly, but it was thrilling to see people flying off
High Rock again! (Thank you, Joe Gregor.)
Sunday, October 6 - Ugh! I got my foot caught in the zipper pull
cord trying to prone-out after launch; by the time I got unstuck I had
flown through the lift band, and was losing the battle with gravity. A
six-minute extended sled just wasn't enough flying for the weekend!
(But I did manage to get a pretty good tan while hanging out in the LZ
all afternoon...)
Wednesday, October 9 - Finally got the pictures off the camera, and
there's some really good looking ones in the bunch! (If you can't be
flying, at least you can be looking at photos of flying!)
Sunday, October 13
9:00am - I woke up this morning with that recurring nightmare, where
I'm wearing an orange-and-brown apron, and this voice in my head
keeps going "Time to make the donuts..." Oh yeah, it's time to do the
newsletter again. <sigh> But that's ok, ‘cause I've got all day to do it.
1:15pm - What’s this? Mark Cavanaugh thinks that it might be flyable at Woodstock this evening, for an hour or so before the sun goes
down. Hmmm, be the responsible editor and work on the newsletter,
or put it off and go flying? Let me think about that for a minute...
1:18pm - The truck's loaded up and I'm on the road, heading to Woodstock...
4:00pm - Arrived at Woodstock, and there were gliders EVERYWHERE! Considering the iffy forecast, I'm thinkin' there's a lot of
pilots who are really desperate for air time. I know how they feel; I'm
one of them.
7:00pm - Wow! Cavanaugh called it just right! Oh, it felt so good to
fly again, and stay up in the air for a while! The flying was wonderful, and the weather was so nice that even hanging around in the LZ
while waiting for a ride was enjoyable.
It was 11pm before I finally made it back home, but what a great way
to spend a Sunday; hanging out with my fellow pilots, and then soaring above the trees for 30 minutes, before gracefully swooping in to
the LZ for a beautiful stand-up landing. God, I love this sport!

(continued from previous page)

veered sideways or dipped close to the
trees, and they faced turbulence and lots of
sink once in the air. While a few disappeared up the ridge, many ended up in the
main landing zone minutes after takeoff,
grumbling like bears roused from midwinter naps. Paul too. He broke a downtube
– his first ever – and took two sleds.
I spent much of the day in the truck, ferry-

Schools, Dealers and Flight Parks
Blue Sky—Steve Wendt
540.432.6557 Cell: 804.241.4324
www.blueskyhg.com/ bluesky/index.htm
Quality hang gliding instruction, towing lessons, custom sewing for sails and
harnesses. Dealer for Wills Wing, US Aeros, Moyes, Mosquito Motor Harness, High Energy Sports, Ball Instruments and more. Get your Glider Savers
and protect your investment. Still in the Shenandoah Valley, and now a full
flight park near Richmond.
Highland Flight Park
410.634.2700 www.aerosports.net
Offers tandem instruction, solo aerotows, and equipment sales and service
for Aeros, Airwave, Moyes, Wills Wing, High Energy, Flytec, Brauniger and
more. For more information, please visit our website.
Kitty Hawk Kites
1.800.334.4777 www.kittyhawk.com
Teaching the world to fly since 1974. Certified instruction from the sand
dunes to tandem towing. Full service flight park featuring towing behind a
Dragonfly aerotug. Dealer for all major manufacturers and a full service
shop. Lesson packages and camps available. Open year round. Lessons daily.
Manquin Flight Park
540.432.6557
Home of Manquin Aerotow, Blue Sky, and Fly Rawling Ultralight School.
All types of Hang Glider Towing. 400 acre field, camping and bike trails.
Manquin, VA
Maryland School of Hang Gliding Inc.
410.527.0975 www.mshg.com email to: mshgflyer@hotmail.com
Certified instruction: 25 years experience. Richard Hays is a USHGA advanced rated Instructor-Examiner. Specializing in foot launch flight utilizing
Wills Wing Falcons and radios for instruction. Authorized dealer for Moyes,
Wills Wing, Airwave, High Energy Sports. New and used gliders in stock.
Balt./Wash. Oldest Wills Wing dealer. Seven training sites within one hour
drive of Baltimore.
Silver Wings/ John Middleton
703.533.1965
Authorized dealer for Wills Wing, PacAir, UP, and Seedwings. He represents
Ball, Sentek, Litek, High Energy, BRS, Blackhawk and many other hang
gliding equipment manufacturers. New and used gliders in stock. Demo
flights available. Quality, responsible service.

USHGA certified Instructors:
Chad Elchin

410.634.2700

Ridgely, MD

Tex Forrest

703.492.9908

Woodbridge, VA

Richard Hays

410.527.0975

Baltimore, MD

John Middleton

703.533.1965

Arlington, VA

Steve Wendt

540.432.6557

Manquin, VA

ing pilots and equipment. The best part of
the day was when I picked up Ellis. She
flew cross country and touched down on her
feet and was given a Pepsi by the owners of
the farm where she landed. She had that
glow that can’t be bought, stoned on having
fought a good battle and won. I hated her,
but only for a second and then I just wanted
to hug her and touch some of the joy that
infused her.

The evening ended at Pizza Hut, where
awards were bestowed on the worthy and
the lucky. The thank-yous for all who made
the fly in so special will have to come in
another column – they would take a page to
list. But I am grateful, make no mistake. For
the flying and the party and the adventure.
What an amazing life.

15914B Shady Grove Road #L-197
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-1315

Next CHGPA meetings will be held:
October 23, 2002
November 20, 2002*

Meetings are held downstairs at: Lasick’s Beef House
Directions: 0.8 mile inside the beltway on Route 1 South, just
past the Super 8 Motel (College Park exit off I-495).
Note: If coming from points north on I-95, at the
Capital Beltway stay right at
the split and then take the
immediate left exit to
Route 1 South, College Park.
Lasick's Beef House
9128 Baltimore Blvd.
College Park MD 20740
(301) 441-2040

Pulpit Ramp at Dusk—Photo by Susanna Clapsaddle

*This is the 3rd Wednesday in November,
as the normal meeting night is right
before Thanksgiving.

